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Radmin Server 3.0 allows you to remotely control and administer. You can change the decimal numeral, such as 3.3 or 3.4, and change the.Q: Is it
allowed to use "de" as the past participle of a verb? Say, if I want to say "I like English", I could say "Ich mag Englisch" and the other one could be

"Ich mag the English". My question here is: is the former sentence correct? When I search for "I like English" on Google, Google does not translate it
into "Ich mag the English" as I would expect. That is, what Google translates the sentence I want to ask into is Ich mag "Den Englisch-Grammatiker"

Can I use "de" as a past participle? Please correct me if I'm wrong. A: Yes, this is perfectly correct (assuming you mean "die" rather than "den"). I also
find it quite funny when searches for "ich mag englisch" or "ich mag de englische" are translated to a sentence about a "German grammarian": Ich
mag die englische Grammatik EDIT: Also note that in English you can say "I like English" in singular or plural, both in a positive and in a negative

sense ("I don't like English", "I don't like the English"). Q: PHP array assign values and increment index I'm trying to assign values to each index of an
array. The array begins with: Array ( [0] => Array ( [value] => Array ( [name] => 1 [value] => 3.20 [cost] => 0.38 [id] => 1 ) [name] => 2 [value] =>

2.00 [cost] => 0.44 [id] => 2 ) I want to assign value to each array inside the name key. The values are random and I cant know what the amount of
arrays are.
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